
MY WEEK IN RAINBOW CLASS           w/c 12.11.18  

Theme: The story book: 'Kipper’s Birthday’ 

Next week: Shine like a star! (Our talents)  

         This week I have been  

 learning to hear and recognise the phonemes g,o,c,k 

 practising the correct formation of the letters g,o,c,k-remembering to 

start each letter shape on the line and to make anti clockwise movements  

 introduced to working with money 

 thinking about we celebrate birthdays and other times and events that we 

might celebrate 

 writing words listening to the initial sound and using a sound mat to draw 

the letter shape 

       In practise time I have been able to  

Role play- party house inside & construction site outside  

 explore the role play area and write invitations 

 develop my imagination by creating decorating celebration cakes 

 develop my gross motor skills by moulding play dough into cakes and 

adding match stick ‘candles’ 

 match coins to their value and make coin rubbings 

Outdoor play 

 explore our construction site and new resources 

 work with my friends to complete number puzzles 

 use chalk to draw anticlockwise movements around large hoops 

 practice riding the balance bikes 

 enjoy painting on our new easels  

       At home you can help me to 

 talk about coins, their values, size, shapes and colours 

 label 3 or 4 items with prices up to 10p and then play ‘shops’ with me, 

buying an item and giving change. (Working with pennies) 

 match, read and maybe write simple words using the phonemes we have 

learnt this week by completing the sheet in my Busy Book 

 practice drawing circles using an anticlockwise movement  



 find a photo of a family celebration and perhaps copy it to stick in my 

Busy Book. What was being celebrated? 

 

Next Week I will be 

 learning the phonemes-ck/e/u/r 

 thinking about our talents and celebrating our different skills and 

interests 

 exploring the mathematical terms ‘more’ and ‘fewer’ 

Information: Please kindly return the slip as soon as possible with your 

preferred email address for Tapestry. As soon as we have collected all of them-

we can go live! Thank you if you have already done so. 

Just to make you aware, free milk is only offered every day to those children 

still 4 years old. If you would like your child to continue having a small carton of 

milk at school morning break time when they become 5, I am afraid that there 

is a small charge. If you would like to do this, then please visit www.coolmilk.com 

to sign up. Of course, if we have any spare cartons on any day after giving them 

out to our younger class members, then we give them freely to anyone who 

would like one! This ensures that there is no waste! 

Thank you       Have a lovely weekend. Rainbow Class Team 

http://www.coolmilk.com/

